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Kerstine leads the Tax Technology Group within
GSK, part of Global Tax. Kerstine is the Tax
representative on the ERP Governance Board with
a team of 5 Tax Technology focused specialists
working in Kerstine’s Team.
Kerstine is currently heavily involved with the
global SAP roll-out, ensuring tax is properly
represented in the design and testing.
Prior to joining GSK, Kerstine was a Director in
professional services, specialising in ERP indirect
tax optimisation.

Andy has over 14 years experience of global
finance and tax transformation programmes,
specialising in the tax aspects of major ERP
system implementations across many industries
and jurisdictions, including all elements of direct
and indirect tax technologies.
As part of this transformation, he specialises in tax
technology solutions and how these technologies
best integrate with an organisation’s core
processing systems.

Background
Why look at your
tax technology
architecture?

Setting a tax technology architecture and
planning for emerging areas
Tax technology can be confusing – whilst tax systems
are getting more and more sophisticated, there is still
no single off-the-shelf solution that addresses all
elements of tax.
Instead, there are a multitude of vendors and systems
which makes planning a cohesive, integrated solution
a complex and challenging endeavour.

Why look at your tax technology architecture?
Reasons for initiating: market-specific
Move towards stricter compliance - audit / monitoring by authorities
System-based legislation – Senior Accounting Officer (SAO) in UK, Horizontal
Monitoring in Netherlands
Interrogation techniques – getting more sophisticated – e-filing (SAF-T in Europe,
SPED in Brazil, use of iXBRL data in UK)

New technologies in the market, but no single system for tax – need to knit
systems together

Why look at your tax technology architecture?
Reasons for initiating: GSK-specific
Major change projects in the business:
- Supply chain harmonisation
- Changes in IT architecture; global implementation of SAP
- Changes in back-office processing – Global Business Services

Business becoming much more centralised – opportunity for standardisation
Number of significant tax technology projects already underway
Desire to reduce risk / inefficiencies in tax processing and reporting

Why look at your tax technology architecture?
Reasons for initiating – maturity models
Lagging
1

Leading
2

3
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Knowledge transfer communicated by
‘on-the-job’ training

•

•

Process controls are limited to manual
review of outputs

Some monitoring of controls; informal
sign-off processes

Processes are fully documented and
updated

•

Some standardisation of processes
globally

Controls are documented and regularly
monitored and reviewed

•

Globally standardised processes

Main technology support is Excel / Word
based

•

Some dedicated technology for tax
processes

•

Processes are fully supported by fit-forpurpose technology

•

Partially automated transfer of data from
source systems

•

Data transfers are fully automated

•

Full drill-down capability for data

Technology • Few embedded controls

People
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•

•

•
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Processes are documented at a highlevel

Processes are not documented

•
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•

•

Process

4

•

Minimal audit trail for data

•

Reports are manually created

•

Some use of standard reports

•

Standard reports used globally

•

A lot of time spent collecting and
aggregating data

•

Roles and accountability are understood
but not documented

•

Main focus is on analytical and planning
activities

•

Responses to audit / business queries
take up significant time

•

Ability to add value for business but not
to full potential

•

Decision-making is readily supported by
accurate information

•

Decision-making cannot be easily
supported by reports or data

•

Decision-making partially supported by
reports or data

•

Employees are continuously developed
and in “stretch mode”

Project
What does it look
like?

What does it look like?
GSK Project Methodology
Tax Technology Plan: 10 week project to articulate a robust plan for an aligned
tax technology strategy which the Tax Leadership Team can sign-up to, and also
integrate with IT’s 2020 Vision. It will generate greater buy-in across the business
and guide key business case decisions at the Tax Review Board; providing the
basis for a ‘no surprises’ culture for tax technology.
Structure
• 4 core work-streams: VAT, TP, Customs, CT & Stat Accounting
• Support functions also targeted – Business Service Centre (BSC), technology

• Specific follow-ups arising for relevant non-core processes/technology, e.g.
employment taxes, environmental taxes
More than 30 people involved though interviews, conversations, workshops,
etc.

What does it look like?
Typical roadmap timeline
Week
Stage 1: Preparation
•
•

Mobilise project team, schedule workshops with key stakeholders
Kick-off meeting to engage with key stakeholders

Stage 2: Deep dive workshops
•

Typically around 5-6 work-streams, including indirect taxes, transfer pricing, compliance and
reporting, core system improvements, workflow, provision, data management and other taxes

Stage 3: Follow-up sessions
•
•

Additional detail from deep-dives to address completeness where further info is required
Non-core work-streams may need to be addressed for complete picture

Stage 4: Analyse and validate
•
•

Validate and prioritise information to formulate roadmap, including initial capability, assessment
and key software evaluation
Produce Straw-man roadmap

Stage 5: Present straw-man findings
•
•
•

Finalise Straw-man for presentation to key stakeholders, including supporting deliverables
Collaborative workshop to present findings to key stakeholders
Agree on further action points and follow-up items

Stage 6: Finalise deliverables
•
•
•

Incorporate feedback from all sessions
Finalise deliverables, including prioritisation, business cases and roadmap
Agree next steps and transition project to implement status
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What does it look like?
Tax Technology Landscape

What does it look like?
Balanced scorecard approach
Benefits:
•
Improved quality – accuracy, simplicity, flexibility
•
Better risk management – use of spreadsheets, key
user reliance, compliance errors, materiality of
numbers, SAO
•
Increased efficiency – process improvements
•
Reduced cost – removal of hardware / software,
headcount
•
Better decision making – more informed, quicker,
accurate

Costs:
•
Cost of solution – implementation, licenses, software,
budgetary constraints
•
Effort to implement – in house vs. consultancy – finite
internal resources
•
Cost of maintenance and support – ongoing costs,
complexity, ownership
•
Opportunity cost - impact on other areas, finite budget
across the business

Considerations:
•
Strategic solution – e.g. SAP, SAP-supported, non-SAP
•
Dependencies – e.g. roll out of major programmes – end strategy vs.
interim
•
Roll-out - Pilot vs. big-bang, e.g. limited functionality, limited regional scope
•
People impacts – improved environment, headcount reduction

What does it look like?
Key deliverables
Stage 1: Key Risks and Issues - prioritised
•

Key risks and issues are prioritised according to business urgency against
projected cost, time and effort to implement. Against each risk or issue, an
identified solution is proposed which addresses the scale of the work proposed.

Stage 2: “Straw man” work-package roadmap
•

The solutions to issues are broken down into discrete projects with logical workpackages and an indicative roadmap timeline is drawn up. The work-packages
are categorised according to the type of approval required (from major to minor).

Stage 3: Interactive work-package roadmap
•

Once a straw man roadmap has been produced this is then shared as part of
a collaborative workshop where key stakeholders from Tax, IT (and possibly
Finance) are encouraged to help determine what the roadmap looks like
according to their own requirements, leading to an agreed roadmap output.

What does it look like?
GSK lessons learned
Aim for an achievable collective agreement of future state
Breakdown the journey into manageable chunks
Forward plan time and communications
Stakeholder engagement - more than an enabler

Ensure prioritisation is "de-personalised"
Prioritise tax ROI on current architecture first
Focus on addressing / uncovering key business issues rather than implementing a
solution

Next steps
Preparing for
implementation

Next Steps
Preparing for implementation
• Ensure the architecture is validated – sign-off by tax leadership and IT (all key
stakeholders)

• Business case formulation and authorisation
• Portfolio of projects – longer term, complex projects together with quick wins –
breakdown into key work-packages with owners for each, along with a
programme coordinator
• Identification of resources – internal vs. external support
• Good project management / governance in place – programme governance
• Closely monitor key risks and issues and impact / dependencies on other inflight projects

Questions?
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